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Solus Christus, or Christ Alone is the statement of faith which was rediscovered at
the time of the Reformation of the Church of Jesus Christ. Along with the other
solas, it became the rock upon which those who held this truth stood in regard to
the truth of salvation in Christ alone. It is He who is King David’s greatest Son –
Who is King of kings and Lord of Lords. He is the true and eternal Son of God and
there is no salvation in any other name. Solus Christus expressed that He is the
complete and perfect Saviour, who paid the complete and ultimate price for the
sin of God’s people.
Many before us gave their lives for this important truth. They believed it with
all their heart, soul, mind and strength. It wasn’t only during the Reformation that
people paid this price. If we look back into the first century, rather than declare
Caesar as Lord, believers would pronounce Jesus Christ as Lord. After all, He is
the true and eternal King that will reign forever and ever. And every knee will bow,
of those who are in heaven, and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue
confess Him as Lord, to the glory of God the Father. (Phil 2:9-11)
Today, you may not lose your life for such an exclusive confession. However,
you will be labelled as narrow-minded or bigoted. Our western society is arrogant
and believes that it can demand of God that there be more than one way for
salvation. So, when you, dear Christian say, “no way, it is by Christ alone” be
prepared to be vilified as intolerant.
However, the good news is if anyone is in Christ, this person is a new creation;
the old things have passed away; behold, new things have come (2 Cor 5:17).
And that is a cause to worship and rejoice in our Heavenly Father for His mercy
and grace to us in Christ, and Christ alone.
What are the implications of this for us? To start with, we must live in a new
way. Scripture states: “Therefore we have been buried with Him through baptism
into death, so that, just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the
Father, so we too may walk in newness of life” (Rom 6:4), so work out your own
salvation with fear and trembling; for it is God who is at work in you, both to desire
and to work for His good pleasure. S.D.G.
Our contributors consider our theme Christ Alone and the implications for a
godly Christ-centred life for Christians of all ages.
Mr Erik Stolte considers what “In Christ” means.
Mr Paul Archbald examines our union with Christ.
Mr Bruce Hoyt evaluates the song In Christ Alone.
Mr Jon Dykstra writes a review on the film Dismantled.
Other items in this issue are Focus on the Christian life; Focus on faith; Books
in focus; Focus on current affairs and more.
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The opinions expressed in this magazine are not to be considered the official position of
the Reformed Churches of New Zealand unless they expound the Biblical system of
doctrine contained in the Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic Confession, the Canons of
Dordt, or the Westminster Confession of Faith, or reflect the successive Acts of Synod
of the Reformed Churches of New Zealand. On the other hand, care is taken to ensure
that articles and opinions do not directly contradict the official position of the Reformed
Churches as contained in the above sources without attention being called to that fact.
NB: In line with common publishing practice Faith in Focus reserves the right to publish
the names of all contributors with their articles, unless compelling reasons are given to
the editor for not doing so. This applies to both print and online versions.

Christ Alone – Solus Christus
ERIK STOLTE

In Christ
Introduction
1
When you describe your faith to someone,
you would probably describe yourself as a
“Christian.” After all most people in the
world understand the term even if it is in
a limited sense.
But you might be interested to know
that when Paul writes to believers in various
churches he never calls them, “Christians.”
The word itself only occurs 3 times in the
Bible and it seems that it was used as a kind
of put down for them.
When the Apostle addresses his letters,
he does not call the recipients of the various
cities as “Christians,” but he writes to those
“in Christ.”2 This expression, in one form
or another, occurs well over one hundred
times in Paul’s thirteen letters.
Why does he do this? Because being
“in Christ” lies at the very heart of the
Christian life. From the beginning to the
end of the believer’s life we are Christ
centered. This implies that we constantly
look to him for our identity and all the
spiritual provision we need. We are saved
in him, we are upheld in him, every
blessing we receive is in him, and finally
we will be glorified in him.

about us, is that we are in Christ. This, our
union with Christ, is so fundamental that
in Colossians 3:4 we read that Christ is “our
life”. Without him we are dead.
This means that when Jesus Christ in
his death died to sin, we died to sin. When
Jesus Christ rose from the dead, we were
raised from the dead.
We can look at it in another way: when
we believe in Jesus Christ we come to be
in Christ. This means that all that is his is
mine. My sin, my shame, my guilt, and my
punishment, all of this falls on him; I have
been “baptized into” the Saviour (Rom
6:3).
Suddenly all that is his: his perfect life,
his perfect obedience, his love, and his
perfect standing before the Father is all
mine; it all falls onto me. What is his is mine

What does it mean to be “in
Christ”?
Romans 5 teaches that the essence of being
a human being is that we are “in
Adam.”When Adam sinned, therefore, we
all sinned. When Adam fell from his glorious
state with God in the Garden of Eden, the
whole human race fell with him.
The believer, however, has been taken
out of Adam and placed into Christ. Our
most defining characteristic was that we
were in Adam. Now, our most definitive
characteristic, the most important thing
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and what was mine becomes his, all because
I have been brought “into Christ Jesus”.
An illustration
We all love the story of little shepherd boy
David taking on and defeating the mighty,
trained-from-youth warrior, Goliath. When,
by the power of God, David’s stone brought
down Goliath, who experienced a great
victory that day? Not merely David. The
whole Israelite army was victorious! As
David defeated Goliath, his victory was
their victory.
For the believer therefore, Christ as our
representative does his work of salvation
for his children so that which happened to
him, happened to us. If we are united to
Christ, we share in his life, death, burial,
resurrection, ascension and will also share
in his return.
Implications
So what does this all mean for the believer?

Being in Christ means
we belong to and are
intimately connected to
the crucified Saviour.
We share in his death,
meaning we die with
him to ourselves and
this world.

Christ is everything
We need to see that Christ is everything! I
know this is obvious, but it strikes me again
and again how quickly I turn from Christ
to what I do and receive.
So easily we turn the Christian life into
a list of what I need to do and what I should
not do. It is true that we are to live according
to God’s commandments, but what we do
is not the apex, high point, or main focus
of the Christian life. What is central in the
Christian life is Jesus himself! When we are
in him, he becomes our chief focus of study
and delight.
It also means that what we receive is
not the highlight of the Christian life. It is
true, there are numerous benefits and joys
that being “in Christ” brings but they are
exactly that – benefits and implications.
They are not the goal and the high point;
Jesus is! Being “in Christ” makes Christ
himself the chief joy of the believer.
The more we see who Christ is, the
more we will join Paul in counting “everything
as loss because of the surpassing value of
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord” (Phil 3:8, my
emphasis).
In saying this, the benefits of being in
Christ are wonderful. Let us look at some
of the benefits that flow out of being “in
Christ”.
Our sin is dealt with
At the risk of sounding trite and obvious,
the first implication is that as Christ died on
the cross for the sin of his people,hence,
our old self has died. Our sin has been dealt
with because he was nailed on that tree.
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The punishment he bore on the cross was
actually the punishment meant for us. But
since we are “in him” he has taken it.
Sometimes when we look at our lives,
we are burdened down by sin and failure.
Guilt and shame overwhelm us, but, because
we are “in Christ,” sin does not define us;
Christ does! We are united to Christ, so we
are children of God. This encourages us
and strengthens us in the fight against sin.
We live a cruciformed life
When we are “in Christ,” we share in Christ
as the crucified and risen Lord. After all,
Jesus himself said, “If anyone would come
after me, let him deny himself and take up
his cross and follow me” (Mark 8:34). Or,
as Dietrich Bonhoeffer put it in his little
book, The Cost of Discipleship, “When
Christ calls a man, he bids him come and
die.”
Being in Christ means we belong to and
are intimately connected to the crucified
Saviour. We share in his death, meaning
we die with him to ourselves and this world.
Paul says in Gal 6:14 that we have been
crucified to the world. Paul himself shared
in the sufferings of Christ (Phil 3:10).
In our western society, we recoil at any
sufferings (I include myself here). We don’t
like it, because we are conditioned to have
our own way, and the comforts of life have
made us soft. Paul, however, was not
dejected by his sufferings. He accepted
them joyfully because he knew this was
part and parcel of being in Christ.
The resurrection life
Being “in Christ” also guarantees our eternal
life. We are united to the Christ who
victoriously rose from the dead and has
now ascended into glory. His resurrection
is the guarantee that after our death, our
bodies will also be resurrected to a new life
into all eternity. Yes, we suffer with him,
but we will also be raised with him (Phil
3:11).
Fighting temptation
Being “in Christ” also equips us in our fight
against temptation. In speaking about sexual
immorality, (one of the great temptations
of believers since time began) God, through
Paul, reminds us that we are in Christ. If
we are in Christ and we indulge in sexual
sin, we are dragging Christ into our sin with
us (1 Cor 6: 15-20).
Equipping us for the battle
Our union with Christ strengthens us for
the battle. In the daily fight against our
sworn enemies, we are called to be strong
“in the Lord: and in the strength of his

might. Our armour is not so much what
we need to put on (although it is that as
well, as Eph 6:10ff lays out) but when
we realize we are men and women united
to Christ, we have in our possession the
most important truth about ourselves –
we are not alone. We are not sent out
of the barracks, given some armour, and
sent into the battle on our own. No, we
never leave without being “in Christ.”
He equips, strengthens, and fights for us.
We are “in Christ” and so never alone
in the battle.
Prayer
Finally, our union with Christ equips us to
pray. In John 15, Jesus tells us he is the vine
and we are the branches. When we abide
“in him,” his word abides in us. When we
pray his words in us are heard by the Father.

We pray in the name of Jesus and the Father
hears us. We have access to the great and
sovereign Creator of the universe, because
we are united to his Son. We come to the
Father with the greatest confidence laying
our petitions at his feet.
Conclusion:
What a rich tapestry of truth in these two
little words: “in Christ.” What beautiful
truths for all those who believe in him and
are united to him. It affects our whole life,
from the beginning of our rebirth to the end
in eternal glory.

various writings and sermons. If you hear
repeated in his publications what you read
here, you will know it came from him first.
The reader will do well to pick up and read or
listen to anything that Ferguson says on this
subject.
2 Or some form of this expression like, “in him”,
“in Jesus”, “in Christ Jesus”, “in Jesus Christ”,
etc.

Mr Erik Stolte is the minister of the
Reformed Church in Dunedin.

Notes
1 Not much of what is written in this article is
original with me. Outside of scripture, I have
been shaped immensely by Sinclair Ferguson’s
wonderful focus on “union with Christ” in his

Christ Alone – Solus Christus
PAUL ARCHBALD

He in Us
and We
in Him
If you are at all familiar with the New
Testament, you will have come across the
expression “in Christ” quite frequently.
Consider, for example, Jn. 15:4,5,7, 1 Cor.
15:22, 2 Cor. 5:17, 12:2, Eph. 1:4 and 1
Jn. 4:13. Perhaps because of its frequency,
it is an easy word to gloss over. In reality,
though, it is extremely important. The word
“in” speaks most commonly of being “in
the sphere of” – in this case, Christ.
Sometimes, a different word is translated
“in,” suggesting motion into or unto (Christ).
There are also numerous references to the

believer being “with” Christ.
These references to being “in Christ”
speak of a profound and intimate union.
The intimacy of this relationship is
emphasized by another set of verses that
speak of Christ being “in us” (Rom. 8:10;
2 Cor. 13:5; Gal.2:20; Eph. 3:17; and Col.
1:17 etc.). The mutuality of it stresses the
closeness of the relationship – He in us and
we in Him.
It is no surprise, therefore, that the Bible
uses the husband-wife relationship as an
analogy of Christ and His church. Eph. 5:2233 brings this out very clearly. The husbandwife relationship involves a one-flesh union
(v. 31). But in citing Gen. 2:24, the apostle
is also speaking about the mystery of the
relationship between Christ and His church
(v. 32).
The sacraments also teach and assure
us of this intimate union. We are baptized
“into” Christ (Rom. 6:3; Gal. 3:27) i.e., into

union with Him. In the Lord’s Supper, we
have yet another analogy of the closeness
of this union: Christ spiritually nourishes us
with His crucified body and shed blood, as
physical food and drink nourish our bodies.
In one of our forms for the Lord’s Supper,
we pray that we may be nourished with
His body and blood so that we may no
longer live in our sins but “he in us, and we
in Him.”
These words also imply the union is
personal. It involves love, sacrifice for the
other, nourishing and cherishing each other
– as the text in Ephesians points out. It also
involves exercise of headship and subjection, as well as respect. These are attitudes
and activities of persons.
The term “organic” is sometimes used
to describe the union between Christ and
His people. These days, an “organic
relationship” seems to be one that develops
in a healthy, simple and natural way. To
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some, it means removing pesticides from
your home. Theologically, it seems to refer
more to a living relationship, such as one
finds between a body and its members.
Our union with Christ is a living relationship,
in which He is our Head and we are
members of His body. In that relationship,
He ministers to us and we serve Him and
each other. Consider, for example, the wellknown “body” analogy of 1 Cor. 12. A
further illustration of an organic union is
seen in John 15, where Christ is described
as the Vine and His people as the branches.
Less organic in nature, but still showing
the close, interlocking nature of this union,
is the illustration of stones built upon the
Foundation of Christ, or around Him as the
Cornerstone (1 Pet. 2: 4-7a).
There have been, and no doubt still are,
some very mistaken notions about this
union. There are those who see Christ as
being in union with everyone – or even
everything – in the world. However, as the
apostle Paul makes clear in Phlp. 1, there
are those who are alienated from Christ;
then there are those whom God has
rescued. The latter bear fruit, do good
works, grow in the knowledge of God and
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continue in the faith. Believing that Christ
is in union with everyone, believer and
unbeliever alike, removes the necessity of
bearing fruit. It is a dangerous error!
Others see the union as a kind of
absorption of the individual into Christ. It
is true that we are being transformed into
His image (2 Cor. 3:18) – a result of the
union with Him. However, the language
there does not indicate that we become
the same as Christ in every respect. In a
similar way, man is created in God’s image,
but man remains a creature, retaining also
his individuality in the relationship with the
Lord.
Others have seen the union with Christ
as a mere moral agreement – as people
today might agree to support some cause
together. This view does not do justice to
the “He in us and we in Him” language of
the Bible, or to the many verses that speak
of Christ acting as our Head, Representative,
Substitute, Surety and Mediator. Christ’s
work for us is the work of a “federal Head,”
not just someone who agrees with us.
Everything He does when He comes into
the world – His life of obedience, His death
and resurrection, ascension, heavenly

session at God’s right hand and return
in glory, is done as our Head and
Representative. It affects everything
we are and do as Christians, our
whole life of dying to sin and living
to God (Rom. 6:10-14). The union
with Christ is behind all the spiritual
blessings we have now and will have
in the next life.
One of the questions that
sometimes comes up in discussions
about union with Christ is the time
of its commencement. Should we
say that it begins in eternity, when
we are “given” by the Father to the
Son? Eph. 1:4 certainly says that were
chosen in Him before the foundation
of the world. Should we say that it
begins when Christ accomplishes His
redeeming work? Some see Rom.
6:4-5 as supporting that view. Or
should we insist that it begins when
we are born again, or when we first
exercise faith? If you read Reformed
theologians, such as Abraham
Kuyper, Louis Berkhof and John
Murray, you will find some variation
in opinion.
We must be careful, however,
not to construe the union with Christ
as actual in eternity or on the cross.
As Robert Reymond points out in “A
New Systematic Theology of the
Christian Faith,” we remain separate
from Christ until we have faith (Eph.
2:12). The eternal plan that the elect
will be united with Christ, is not itself
the actual union. Similarly, the
accomplishment of our redemption,
in principle, on the cross, supplies
the ground for the actual union, but
does not yet bestow it. Only as the
Holy Spirit applies Christ’s work to
us, bringing about our regeneration
and granting the gift of faith, can we
speak of an actual union in which
Christ dwells in us and we are in Him.
If we do not make this kind of
distinction, we risk falling into an
antinomian error, in which we think
of the union with Christ as one that
does not need to bear fruit.
At the same time, it is important
that we do not view our actual union
with Christ as nothing more than our
present relationship with Him. Robert
Reymond puts it this way: that the
term “in Christ spans salvation from
election to glorification. John Murray,
“Redemption Accomplished and
Applied, p. 201, 205, states that
“union with Christ is…the central

truth of the whole doctrine of
salvation … It is not simply a phase
of the application of redemption; it
underlies every aspect of
redemption.” In election we have
the decree of union; in Christ’s
redemptive work we have the basis
of union; and in the Spirit’s work we
have the establishing of the actual
union with Christ.
It can be seen from this that the
initiative is all from the God of grace.
The accomplishment and merit is all
of Christ. The application is of the
Spirit. We merely respond in faith –
and even that is His gift, exercised
with His help. We do not create this
union by our work. But once we are
in that relationship, we do work, by
God’s grace. We respond by striving
to express our union with Christ in
fruit-bearing, in pursuing holiness
and resisting sin, and in enjoying
fellowship with Christ.
Q/A 32 in the Heidelberg
Catechism also points out that as
“Christians” (Little Christ’s, as it were),
we are prophets, priests and kings.
The title “Christ” refers to His
anointing as the Great Prophet, Priest
and King. We share in that anointing,
because of our union with Him. As
“prophets,” we bring God’s message,
confessing Christ’s Name. As “priests,”
we offer ourselves as a living
thank-offering; and as “kings,” we
fight against sin – within ourselves,
our families, our church and our
society.
Isn’t it amazing how two words
– “in Christ” – could cover so much
ground and mean so much?!
Mr Paul Archbald is the minister
of the Reformed Church in
Silverstream.

“Faith must reveal
itself in works, and
such works are the
fruit, the evidence, of
a true faith. So the
judgment about
works is actually a
judgment about faith,
because the reality of
faith is seen in the
evidence of the works.”
– David Jackman
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Christ Alone – Solus Christus
BRUCE HOYT

Context and Propitiation:

“In Christ Alone”
On several occasions in the past I have
startled students in my catechism class by
asking, “Did you know that the Bible says,
There is no God?” In fact it says it three
times! After many questioning looks one of
the students eventually says, “No! really?”
Well, … it is true. Turn in your Bibles to
Psalm 14:1 and read it for yourself: The fool
says in his heart, “There is no God.”
Then we smile when the student realises
he has been tricked. The words were taken
out of context. In all my teaching I seek to
impress upon the students the importance
of context. Taking words out of context may
be the contemporary politician’s best
weapon, but the Christian must never be
guilty of such a practice.
That’s true not only when we are reading
and interpreting Scripture but whenever
we interpret and explain the words of others,
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whether written or spoken. It’s a principle
we must also apply when we sing hymns
and Psalms in our corporate worship. It is
particularly important to consider the context
of a hymn or Psalm because of its poetic
form – a genre in which meaning-rich
phrases are juxtaposed, replete with historical
and theological allusions.
The hymn “In Christ Alone” written by
Keith Getty and Stuart Townend, 2001, has
three lines in stanza two which have been
the subject of controversy in the wider
church. One phrase has been questioned
within the Reformed Churches of New
Zealand (RCNZ) and led to a discussion
within the RCNZ Hymnal Committee as
they were considering the addition of this
hymn to Sing to the Lord.
In 2013 the Presbyterian Committee
on Congregational Song (PCOCS) of the

Presbyterian Church (USA) decided not to
include “In Christ Alone” in its new hymnal
Glory to God. The problem according to
the committee chair, Mary Louise Bringle,
is in the line in stanza two: “till on that cross
as Jesus died the wrath of God was satisfied.”
She noted, “the ‘view that the cross is
primarily about God’s need to assuage
God’s anger’ would have negatively affected
the hymnal’s faith-forming function within
congregations.” 1 In other words, the
committee didn’t want a hymn that teaches
Christ’s death on the cross removed God’s
anger. The PCOCS wanted to change that
line to read, “till on that cross as Jesus died
the love of God was magnified.”
Certainly it is true that “the love of God
was magnified” in the death of Christ on
the cross. The context of the contested line
in this hymn refers to God’s love in sending

Christ. A previous line in stanza two reads,
“this gift of love and righteousness,” which
refers to Jesus. In his great love God sent
his beloved Son into this world that we
might be delivered from the wrath of God,
as the apostle Paul says in Romans 5:9,
“Since, therefore, we have now been justified
by his blood, much more shall we be saved
by him from the wrath of God.”
In addition, this whole hymn is a
testimony by the writers of God’s love as
they conclude stanza one with the
declaration: “Here in the love of Christ I
stand.” Clearly the writers recognise the
undergirding love of God in Christ as the
motivation for Christ’s death on the cross
by which his wrath is satisfied.
Getty and Townend, the writers of the
hymn, which is under copyright, rightly
refused to allow the change requested by
the PCOCS. Getty wrote in response to
their request, “we believe altering the lyrics
would remove an essential part of the gospel
story as explained throughout Scripture.
The main thread of what we see revealed
throughout the Old and New Testament is
the need for man to be made right with
God. The provided path toward reconciliation
came through Christ’s predetermined and
perfect sacrifice on the cross, satisfying
God’s wrath once and for all.”2
We can thank God that these two
popular hymn writers were willing to stand
for the truth of Scripture over against the
pressure of many who seek to water down
the very heart of the Gospel, that out of his
great love God gave his own Son to suffer
the punishment we deserved that we might
be delivered from the wrath of God.
Scripture reveals that the love of God is
inseparable from his wrath: “In this is love,
not that we have loved God but that he
loved us and sent his Son to be the
propitiation for our sins.” (1 John 4:10)
That word propitiation is not one we

use much but it conveys a very important
truth of Scripture. It is used four times in
the New Testament (Romans 3:25;
Hebrews 2:17; 1 John 2:2; 4:10) in reference
to the death of Christ on the cross. It means
appeasing or turning away the wrath of
God by a sacrifice for our sins. Christ’s
propitiatory death was personal, not merely
for sins in the abstract. It is personal in the
sense that every true believer can say, “Jesus
died for me, he satisfied God’s wrath against
me,” as implied in 1 John 4:10 quoted
above.
This is the testimony given by the writers
of “In Christ Alone” in the last line of stanza
two: “Here in the death of Christ I live.”
They are saying that on the cross the wrath
of God was satisfied because he suffered
for every one of my sins so that I have life
through his death.
This brings us to a question some have
raised in the RCNZ about this hymn. What
is meant in stanza two by the line “for every
sin on him was laid”? Once again the
context is important.
First consider the context in stanza two.
Christ is the one “who took on flesh.” Christ
is the “fullness of God” in human form.
Christ is God’s “gift of love” for “the ones
he came to save.” So clearly “every sin”
laid on him are the sins of those he came
to save, those for whom God in his great
love sent Christ that he might give his life
for them.
Broadening the context, we see that the
writers began stanza one with their testimony,
and we who sing this hymn give our
testimony: of finding our hope in him
alone, of trusting and rejoicing in him as
our light and song, of standing through
drought and storm on him as solid ground.
We testify to the comfort, love and peace
we have as we stand in Christ.
Clearly the whole hymn is a witness
only true believers in Christ can give. It is
in this context that we must understand the
lines “till on that cross as Jesus died, the
wrath of God was satisfied; for every sin on
him was laid.” As a believer why do I have
such comfort, love and peace as a result of
the wrath of God being satisfied through
Jesus’ death on the cross? Because every
one of my sins was laid on him! So I have

continued my testimony as I affirm that I
live trusting in the death of Christ.
To help make this clear the RCNZ
Hymnal Committee placed a footnote in
Sing to the Lord after the phrase “for every
sin”: that is, the believer’s every sin.3 Why
is this important to understand? It’s
important because Scripture says that the
unbeliever remains under God’s wrath:
“Whoever believes in the Son has eternal
life; whoever does not obey the Son shall
not see life, but the wrath of God remains
on him.” (John 3:36)
And as I sing this hymn, I continue my
testimony in stanzas three and four.
Because of his resurrection and victory over
death, the curse of sin (death) has no hold
on me, for I belong to him, the living saviour.
My guilt is taken away (justification). I am
no longer afraid of death. Nothing can pluck
me from his hand. I conclude with a strong
statement that I stand in Christ by his power
until he returns or takes me home.
Furthermore, when we sing this hymn
as a congregation, we are together bearing
witness to our faith in Christ alone, a faith
by which we are bound to him and to one
another.
1 https://www.umcdiscipleship.org/articles/
history-of-hymns-in-christ-alone-my-hope-isfound
2 Ibid.
3 This explanatory footnote is, of course, not
evident in the projection of the lyrics.

Bruce Hoyt, with the assistance of my
wife Lois, member of the RCNZ
Hymnal Committee.
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Letters to the editor

Dear Sir,
Josh Flinn’s article “Black and White?” (April
2021) is commendable in that truth is
irrevocably linked to the very divine nature
of God, and that this relates directly to the
secure promise of salvation. Of course as
Hebrews 6:18 describes, these divine aspects
are not dependent on us, but rather reveal
the great chasm between God and
humanity. God is black and white, the firm
foundation of moral certainness in
knowledge and perception. We, on the
other hand, are sinners in a sinful world
unable to know fully until the day where
everything is made known. So it is we rely
on the truth of God’s Word and its gospel
salvation in Christ. The fundamental nature
of God and our striving for truth is what all
reasonable Christians agree on. As Josh
points out there are no exceptions to the
law, yet our failure neither nullifies the law
nor compromises God’s truthfulness. The
implication of Josh’s question, “How ... is
it possible that people would object to a
truth that is so foundational to our hope
and joy?”, I believe blurs the truth of God
with humanity’s truth, assuming an essential
link rather than a link of sanctified
reflection. While we try and strive towards
it, our attempts are but a poor mirror
compared to God’s divine truth.
Misconstrued passages about God’s
‘deception’ or anecdotes about protecting
Bibles aside, the legitimate questions faithful
Christians may raise is not to justify untruth
but have to do with those rare radical
circumstances of life and death which plague
their minds. While Josh attempts to answer
them scripturally and historically; I believe
his assumed conclusion, that any misleading
is always unacceptable and unethical, was
not properly dealt with. Perhaps the most
relevant Biblical passage is that of the
midwives (Exodus 1), where to claim that
the midwives were not necessarily being
deceptive is to completely ignore verse 17
and so not take the passage at face-value.
The key to understanding this passage is
coming to grips with God’s covenant
promises of redemption being fulfilled,
which relates back to the core unchangeable
truth of God. Though the deception alone
was not good in itself, its purposes were
good: the protection of God’s people and
revealing their loyalty and hope in God. It
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would be their kindness and fear of God
which was rewarded in such a circumstance,
and God forgave them for this reason.
(Augustine via Keil & Delitzsche). Likewise,
concerning Rahab (Joshua 2), Calvin
acknowledges that while her deception was
a detestable traitorous act, “we must admit
that though it was done for a good purpose,
it was not free from fault,” and “… the act
of Rahab is not devoid of the praise of virtue,
although it was not spotlessly pure. For it
often happens that while the saints study
to hold the right path, they deviate into
circuitous courses.” It was her faith, not her
deception which is commendable.
As Josh notes, it is abundantly clear that
Scripture criticises deception, yet the above
examples cannot be over-rationalised, rather
need to be seen for what they are. When
one rationalises the events of Scripture, or
even the events in the Christians every-day
life, in effect one is trying to fit a square peg
into a round hole as to justify a forced and
unnatural universalistic view of the law.
Universalism is the viewpoint that: if one
believes it is justifiable to deceive in one
context, such as in life and death
circumstances, then it can become justified
in all other circumstances, such as self-gain
– thereby making one’s principle of truth
contrary and void. This ethical principle is
a common component of secular Kantian
philosophy, and is not necessarily scriptural.
To treat truth in this manner is to box it in
as an ethical principle and not a moral one.
This places the impetus on what humanity
can do rather than seeing it as our sanctified
attempt to reflect God’s perfect nature– a
nature unaffected by our inherent sin. Also
such universalism only raises more questions
than it answers, the major question being:
‘At what point is something a deception?’
As it seems directly lying, holding one’s
tongue or ‘alternatives’ are all variations
that aim to be duplicitous. It is a ‘nice idea’
to believe that principles such as truth can
be universalistic; yet this becomes idealistic
and impractical when confronted with the
lives of others or similar such rare situations,
where reactions are based on immediate
knowledge in the heat of the moment. Josh
advocates exactly which he condemns,
‘putting the plate on top of the cake’ by
attempting to apply universal truth to every
differing circumstance, and in doing so

assumes his ethical principle is actually
functional in a real-world life-threatening
situation.
Nor are these situations just theoretical
or ‘philosophically interesting’, many in our
Reformed heritage lived through such
occurrences during WWII, some putting
their own lives at risk for others. Suppose
when confronted with armed men on your
doorstep asking if you are hiding Jews: the
concern in the moment isn’t with saying
“There are still Jews in town?” or another
‘alternative’ to remove suspicion (which
would never be believed), over saying “No,
there are none here” – just to conform to
some universalistic principle. Both examples
are deceptive in nature and any choice is
tainted by human sin, to separate the latter
as a sin from the former as an acceptable
‘alternative’ is to drive Christianity back to
Pharisaic methods of finding wiggle-room
within the law of God. Actually being
duplicitous in not telling the whole truth
and believing yourself free of that sin is
probably worse than straight lying! Instead,
as Christians, we see the intention of the
moral law: to love God and our neighbour,
and apply the law of God to promote this
in every way possible. And we do this case
by case through the gift of the Holy Spirit,
which unbinds us from the external demands
of the law to a law that is on our hearts.
This of course does not make any form of
deception right, as Josh correctly points out,
and as both Calvin “it can never be lawful
to lie” and Ursinus informs us. It is still a sin
to be avoided in the utmost, yet we can
confidently say that our inherent sin does
not impede the underlying principle of truth
as coming from God’s nature.
There may be moments that those lead
with godly intentions need to take unseemly
radical action against questions of
entrapment from those with misinformed
worldviews or under evil authorities to avoid
even greater wrong which will likely occur.
This is a sad reality in our broken world,
where the worst of humanity is on display.
In such a situation, just like the Hebrew
midwives, it is our love for our neighbour
and God which is commendable, not the
falsehood one might need to engage with.
Much in the same way we strive for peace
and are against all forms of violence – yet
not many of us would advocate radical

pacifism, rather seeing some form of violence
as a necessary evil to prevent an even greater
evil. Let’s hope and pray that none of us are
placed in such awful situations, which
confronted many of the forebears of this
denomination, and one that still confronts
Christians in other areas of the world. It is
God and his covenantal saving work through
the gospel which is the truth. That truth
unbinds us from the law of works and into

having a heart for what he desires – a people
after God’s own heart. This is not summed
up by some forced universal application of
the old law, or any law other’s may think is
implied in the New Testament, but rather
for the love of God and our neighbours.
Yours in our Lord Jesus Christ,
Andrew Wibe Bajema

Response

“imitate me as I imitate Christ” or 1 John
2:6: “He who says he abides in Him ought
himself also to walk just as He walked”. It
also doesn’t seem to recognize that Christ
was not only fully God but he was also fully
human and, therefore, in his humanity,
suffered in every way as we did yet without
sin (Heb 4:15).
With God’s perfect and changeless
character being the starting point of all ethics
then, how does this apply to circumstances
in which there appear to be no righteous
choices?
As fallen sinful human beings, I would
suggest that if someone is presented with
no righteous choice in a ‘rare radical
circumstance of life and death’ my position
might best be summarized as the following:
with whatever wisdom the Holy Spirit has
provided, strive to choose the least evil
option.
How we view this approach, though, is
critically important: choosing the least evil
option is not Situational Ethics—we cannot
redefine what is sin and not sin by our own
difficult circumstances and choices. God’s
character remains constant, and therefore,
the definition of right and wrong remains
constant. Lies are categorically sinful. As
Calvin noted, when all options seem evil,
we don’t then celebrate the least evil
option as righteous in itself. We may
certainly sympathise with those who made
the call, and we may also humbly admit
the likelihood that we might have made
exactly the same choice in such
circumstances. But our sympathizing tears
do not detract from the reality that such
action is still less than perfect obedience to
God’s Law or the demands of his perfect
character. Even as Augustine notes, (via Keil
& Delitzsche via Andrew Bajema), if your
read of Exodus 1 is that the Hebrew
midwives lied (not as conclusive as many
seem to argue), they then had something
to repent of.
This is why Paul speaks about the Law
as a curse (Gal 3:13). Not because the Law

Thanks to the editor for the opportunity to
respond here.
Andrew notes: “…the legitimate
questions faithful Christians may raise is not
to justify untruth but have to do with those
rare radical circumstances of life and death
which plague their minds. While Josh
attempts to answer them scripturally and
historically; I believe his assumed conclusion,
that any misleading is always unacceptable
and unethical, was not properly dealt with.”
To be fair, that was not my conclusion
at all—and yet Andrew presents the
foundational problem nicely in these two
sentences. It is important to consider where
the foundational principles for ethics come
from: When determining what is Godhonoring, are we to begin with ‘rare radical
circumstances of life and death’ or with
God himself?
The underlying principle I argue for is
a simple one: The nature of the Law at
heart is a reflection of God’s character (as
Andrew seems to admit). We are made in
his image; now fallen in sin, but through
the Holy Spirit once more being remade
to conform to Him (Rom 8:29; Phil 1:6).
In all three persons God remains constant
and unceasing in his moral perfections…
there is no turning or compromising in him;
He does not commit sin, nor does he take
an ‘end legitimizes the means’ approach
to complicated sinful circumstances. When
we consider our call to obey the Law through
this lens, we recognize that the universal
principle is not so much that every situation
is equally easy, but that every situation calls
for a Christ-like engagement.
One may argue that we are human and,
on that basis, God has different expectations
for us. I would suggest that this doesn’t
seem to gel with passages such as Mathew
5:48: “be perfect, just as your Father in
heaven is perfect” or 1 Corinthians 11:1:

is a curse, but because it is impossible for
us to keep the Law perfectly in our
Satan-stricken world (1 John 5:19) with our
sin-stricken hearts. Outside Christ, then,
there is no escape from God’s judgement—
for judgement applies even to those who
break the Law because they see no other
viable alternative.
This conclusion shouldn’t be any harder
for us to swallow than the fact that there
are ‘none who do good no, not one’ (Psa
14:3) or that, because of our uncleanness
even the best works we do are like as filthy
rags by our God (Isa 64:6). We shouldn’t
be surprised that even our best efforts are
counted insufficient—after all, we aren’t
saved by works but by faith! Rather, we
should celebrate that the good works God
plans for us to walk in (Eph 2:10), though
not morally perfect in themselves, are made
‘good’ through faith in Christ as the Holy
Spirit purifies them and makes them a
pleasing offering to our heavenly Father.
And even though the most difficult ethical
dilemmas we face serve to highlight our
weakness, our foolishness, our helplessness
in the face of the Devil’s wicked schemes—
such failures simply remind us all the more
poignantly of the immense grace of our God
that he would forgive us our sin in Christ.
Far from depressing Christians, this should
make us celebrate all the more that “He
made Him who knew no sin to be sin for
us, that we might become the righteousness
of God in Him” (2 Cor 5:21; c.f. Rom 7:724)! When we abide in our Lord and He
in us, even our imperfect efforts which we
perform in faith are credited to us as
righteousness before the face of our Father
in heaven (Heb 11)!
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Letters from New Zealand
D. G. VANDERPYL

July 1989
In 1983 our churches affirmed a priority
for home and foreign mission for the
coming years. The Wellington Presbytery
supports a proposal to adopt a plan to carry
the Gospel to every part of New Zealand
by commencing strategies to plant a
Reformed Church in every major population
centre by the year 2000. In all, 32 townships
and suburbs have been targeted and named
in the report. If adopted, our churches will
commit themselves to devoting a quota
percentage of its giving to a church pool
fund to cover the expenses of ministerial
support. The calculated income from such
a scheme would be $400,000 per year from
the whole of our denomination. Four
million dollars over a ten-year period. Again,
if adopted, it would dramatically change
and improve every church’s budget. Most
of our churches spend between 80 and 90
per cent of their income on self-support,
i.e. providing for their minister and the
upkeep of their property. Some churches
spend less than 10 cents in every dollar that
lands in the collection bag on outreach at
home and abroad. The proposed Home
Mission Strategy Plan will alter that figure
to at least 25% of each church’s budget. In
one church overseas, fully fifty percent of
the budget is claimed for world and home
mission work, for every dollar that church
spends on itself, a dollar goes to the mission
budget. Can’t
be done, you say?
Of course it
can, with the
vision to reach
out and a
dedication to claim
God’s promises. In
1983 the New
Zealand churches
made a solemn
promise to

make home and overseas missions priority
number one. We almost forgot it. May
Synod 1989 put the first spade into the
ground to reach the unchurched in our
nation with the precious Gospel of Salvation.

August
In my ancestral file I have some slips of
paper which I needed for my emigration
to New, Zealand. One is from my minister
in Ryswyk, Rev. H. Pestman, stating that I
was “politically trustworthy” (politiek
volkomen betrouwbaar). Another is from
the local police that my “political behaviour
is without reproach,” and a third one came
from my burgomaster (mayor) that “as far
I know this citizen has been of a morally
upright character” (een goed zedelyk gedrag).
Every immigrant to New Zealand was
required to produce these testimonials to
obtain their entry permit. I was told at the
time that if I had any difficulty in getting it,
I could always apply for an Australian entry
permit!!
After I had arrived in New Zealand in the
early ’fifties, I was asked time and time again
what I thought of “God's Own Country.”
Never before had I heard of that self-assured
expression. But recently I found out that it
comes from the pen of one of our famous
poets, Thomas Bracken. Born in 1843, he
has been compared with men like Tennyson
and Longfellow. “God’s Own Country” is
a beautiful ballad to this country of ours.
The very first verse already gives a fine
introduction:
Give me, give me God’s own country!
There to live and there to die.
God’s own country! Fairest region,
Resting ’neath the southern sky.
God’s own country! Framed by nature
In her grandest, noblest mould;
Land of peace and land of plenty,
Land of wool and corn and gold!
Where the forests are the greenest
And the rugged mountains rear.
Not only did he write this poem but in
1875 he also wrote our National Anthem,
God Defend New Zealand. He paid 10
guineas, which must have been quite a
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large sum at that time, for the best musical
setting. Paging through a small book of his
ballads I also read his poem,
THE EMIGRANT’S WELCOME.
We greet you, stranger, to this land
Where slaves have never trod.
The breeze which sweeps our mountains
Is the breath of freedom’s god.
If you’ve a hand to help us
In the work we’ve got to do.
(The building of nation grand)
Then, friend, we welcome you.
And the last verse ends with:
The blessings which great Heaven
bestows
On man are here to spare,
Come join us, true and noble souls
We offer you a share.
It pleased me to read all this, and I share
it with you, so you can learn some more of
the heritage of this country of my choice
and of the poetic welcome extended to us
more than a century ago.

PS:
To browse through the past, can be amusing
too. When television transmission began in
1960 we were advised that we should seat
ourselves at a distance from the set equal
to five times the screen’s height. When the
chance came in 1973 to watch television
in colour, we were given the good news
that we could now view it from a shorter
distance. And that is what our kiddies do
as they seat themselves just inches from the
screen. Most of us, I think, hate television
as much as peanuts. But we still eat them.
Abridged

Focus on the Christian life

Goodness
and God
In 1797, with the battle against the slave
trade under way, William Wilberforce
wrote the first of his three books, with the
imposing title A Practical View of the
Prevailing Religious System of Professed
Christians in the Higher and Middles Classes
of this Country, Contrasted with Real
Christianity. Today it is often referred to in
more manageable terms, such as A Practical
View of Christianity. As a parliamentarian,
in the House of Commons, Wilberforce
argued as one who was immersed in the
Scriptures. Hence he referred to ‘the fatal
habit of considering Christian morals as
distinct from Christian doctrines’, adding
that ‘Thus the peculiar doctrines of
Christianity went more and more out of
sight, and as might naturally have been
expected, the moral system itself also began
to wither and decay, being robbed of that
which should have supplied it with life and
nutriment.’
We think this way in other areas of our
lives. If we have hopes – or pretensions –
of competing in the Olympics, we know
that our hopes have to be nurtured and
strengthened by exercise and training. If
we wish to pass an exam, some study is in
order. If we want to cook a meal, we need
to act on that impulse. In a not totally
dissimilar way, Christianity does not come
to us as a series of ideals which we embrace.
In fact, this is one of worst heresies of the
last 170 years or so. Christianity has been
presented both in the church and the world
as a body of ideals that one might live up
to.
Somehow this seems not to have
worked. It would be tedious to list the
imbecilities and dangerous absurdities that
have come upon us like a flood in recent
times. Apparently, Mr Potato Head is too
gender-specific, so for a time he was
threatened with becoming just Potato
Head. When performed by certain misogynist
cultures, female genital mutilation is
regarded with horror, but when performed

by progressives who seek the applause of
the transgender lobby, it is a right which is
not to be contravened. The Australian
National University has suggested
‘non-birthing parent’ and ‘gestational
parent’ to replace the archaic and
discriminatory terms ‘father’ and ‘mother’.
The British Parliament seriously debated
the advisability of using the expression
‘pregnant persons’, somewhat blissfully
unaware that only women can fall pregnant.
Poor Jonathan Swift! When he
lampooned the Royal Society in Gulliver’s
Travels, he had to make up some of his
material. God is the source of all wisdom
and goodness, and when we depart from
Him, we construct our own version of
wisdom and goodness. The further we travel
down this track, the blinder we become.
Universities, parliaments and the media are
in the business of pronouncing abject
nonsense and perversion as enlightened
truth.
In reality, Christianity begins with a
pronouncement of what God has done.
He has created the heavens and the earth
(Gen.1:1), and when it fell into sin and
rebellion He sent His Son to die to pay the
penalty for that sin and rebellion and to rise
from the dead to usher in a new creation
(1 Cor.15:3-4). If these things did not
happen, so-called Christian ideals mean
nothing, and Christians are a people most
to be pitied (1 Cor.15:19). We are not
called upon to believe in integrity and
honesty to be saved, but to come to Christ
in faith (Matt.11:28; John 6:37). Our first
work must be to believe in the work of
another, of Christ whom the Father has sent
into the world (John 6:28-29). What we
are to do is a result of what Christ has done
(e.g. Rom.12:1; Eph.4:1).
This takes us back to Wilberforce’s point.
There is such a thing as common grace,
where people who are not Christians live
better lives than their creed warrants (some
of your neighbours may well be pleasant
people); and there are genuine believers
who do not live up to what they profess
(note Lot, Samson, King David with
Bathsheba). But it is the full-orbed revelation
of God which sustains sinners who come
to faith in Christ. Today’s buzz words –
equality, being true to oneself, love,
compassion, courage – take on very different

meanings without a foundation in Scripture.
Humanly speaking, Paul fought with the
beasts at Ephesus, which is probably a vivid
way of saying that he faced great dangers
(1 Cor.15:32). He could only do so because
Christ was risen from the dead. In other
words, his courage was derived from his
faith in Christ who had literally defeated
death.
Without God we are lost in the wilderness
of increasing intellectual darkness and moral
decadence. To add to that, we are deceived.
Those who think they are progressives are
in fact marching back to the ancient sin
where everyone did what was right in his
own eyes (Judges 21:25). Such anarchy
leads to authoritarianism. Those with
authority and prestige coerce those without
such advantages. In short, ideals become
rubbery terms, which mean whatever the
latest fad determines that they mean,
resulting in more harm than good. Without
the gospel, we lack power; without the law,
we lack knowledge. Wilberforce got it right.
Mr Peter Barnes is the editor of AP
and pastor at Revesby Presbyterian
Church NSW.
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Focus on faith
J C RYLE

“Sell what you have and give alms;
provide yourselves money bags which
do not grow old, a treasure in the
heavens that does not fail, where no
thief approaches nor moth destroys.
For where your treasure is, there your
heart will be also.” Luke 12:33-34
These verses contain a striking exhortation
to seek treasure in heaven and enforce this
exhortation with a mighty heart-searching
principle.
The language of this charge is doubtless
somewhat figurative but the meaning is
clear and unmistakable. We are to sell – to
give up anything, and deny ourselves
anything, which stands in the way of our
soul’s salvation. We are to give – to show
love and kindness to everyone, and to be
more ready in giving our money to relieve
others than to hoard it for our own selfish
ends. We are to provide ourselves treasure

in heaven – making sure that our names
are in the book of life, laying hold of eternal
life and laying up for ourselves evidences
which will bear inspection on the Day of
Judgement. The man who does well for
himself is the man who gives up everything
for Christ’s sake. He carries the cross for a
few years in this world and in the world to
come has everlasting life.
The true Christian has a frame of mind
which is like a servant who expects his
master’s return. He fulfils his duties and
does nothing that he would not like to be
found doing when his Master comes.
The standard of life which our Lord
requires here is an exceedingly high one,
but the believer should not flinch from it
or be afraid. Readiness for the return of our
Lord to this world implies nothing which is
impossible or unattainable. It requires no
angelic perfection. It requires no man to
forsake his family and retire into solitude.

The National Publishing Committee has
a surplus of 214 Forms and Confessions
booklets.
These are ideal for anyone wishing to have a complete set of the
Doctrines of our Churches as adopted at Synod 2014 and contain:
- the Belgic Confession (1561)
- the Heidelberg Catechism (1563)
- the Canons of Dort (1618-1619)
- the Westminster Confession of Faith (1647) new and updated
versions
- complete Church Order of the RCNZ
- all liturgical Forms, as adopted by the RCNZ
The booklet is ideal for anyone studying and wishing to further
understand the doctrines and beliefs of our churches, including
Catechism students.
Copies can be obtained by ordering from our distributor
Stuart Williams, at stu@faanz.co.nz at $6.00, plus postage
where applicable.
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It requires nothing more than a life of
repentance, faith and holiness. A life of
faith, looking unto Jesus, is required.
Are we ourselves living as if we were
ready for the second coming of Christ? Well
would it be if we put this question to our
consciences more frequently? It might keep
us back from many a false step in our daily
lives. If a man cannot say from his heart,
“Come, Lord Jesus,” there must be
something wrong about his soul.
For meditation: The Thessalonians not only
served God but also waited for Christ to
come (1 Thess 1:10). How eager are you
for His coming?

Focus on books

The Story of Creeds and
Confessions: Tracing the
Development of the Christian Faith
by Donald Fairbairn and Ryan M.
Reeves. Baker Academic, 2019.
Paperback, 416 pages, $20.23
(Amazon).
Reviewed by OP pastor
Calvin R. Goigher
New Horizons readers will no doubt be
delighted to hear of a new history of the
church’s confessions of faith. That history,
from the Reformation to the present day,
is covered in the second half of this book.
Our own Westminster standards are treated,
as are many less familiar confessions from
other traditions. Everyone from Anglicans
to Unitarians wrote confessions, and they
are all covered. Even the Eastern Orthodox
Church was involved in Reformation
confessions, I was surprised to learn. Many
in our churches will also be keenly
interested in the discussion of modern
confessionalrevisions, since our own history
is closely connected to these developments.
The best thing about the history of
confessions in the second half of this book
is that it follows a wonderful history of creeds
in the first half. Creeds express Christian
faith in the persons of the Trinity, out of a
fundamental conviction that salvation is by
faith in God, who showsus grace by coming
down to rescue us from our sin. Out of
this central conviction grew the church’s
creedal affirmations that Jesus Christ is a
fully divine savior, and that he assumed a
true humanity.
Where did the church learn to express
its faith in creeds? The opening chapter
of this book shows that the idea comes
straight from the Bible. The “Shema” of
Deuteronomy 6:4, the baptismal formula
of Matthew 28:19–20, and other texts get
to the heart of the biblical message by
stating the name of God, in whom
Christians trust for salvation. Those who
hold to “no creed but the Bible” can learn
to love creeds by reflecting on such biblical
statements of faith. Protestants who
instinctively evaluate everything by the
doctrine of justification by faith can also
learn to love creeds for the way they point
our faith to the God who justifies.
This book explains church history in

a clear and coherent way. This is an
important quality for any book on the
subject, but it is especially rare for books
on the early church. Even those of us with
a decent grasp of Reformation history are
often confused by the early church. We
wonder whether the bulk of the church
ever understood the Bible or the gospel
amid the seemingly ceaseless conflicts
between East and West, Bible and
philosophy, piety and politics. Much of
the problem comes from the fact that
historians have often explained early
church history from perspectives that are
foreign to Christianity, thus obscuring rather
than enlightening the subject. By working
f rom the church’s own perspective
expressed in the creeds, this book provides
(in my judgment) the clearest and most
accurate introduction to early church history
currently available.
Understanding creeds and confessions
together will help us to u s e o u r
confessional standards more wisely. The
Westminster standards are not the sum
total of our Christian heritage, but a faithful
expression of the catholic faith of the creeds.
Accordingly, their most important elements
are precisely those that are not unique to
them. In the same way, this understanding
will be fruitful for our Christian life, as we
seek the maturity that rejoices in the unity
of Christ’s body (Eph. 4:13), even as we give
thanks for the blessings of our own
confessional tradition.
New Horizons, March 2020

Faithful and Fruitful: Essays for
Elders and Deacons
edited by William Boekestein and
Steven Swets. Reformed Fellowship,
2019. Paperback, 328 pages, $16.99.
Reviewed by OP professor
J. V. Fesko.
There is an ocean of theological literature
on a host of topics, from the doctrines of
God to last things, and everything in
between. Nevertheless, as plentiful and
vast as this body of water is, there are
some dry spots on the landscape when it
comes to books specifically written to assist
and instruct elders and deacons in their
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sacred task of serving Christ’s church.
Thankfully, there is another contribution
to this often-overlooked genre of theological
literature. In a follow-up volume to
Reformed Fellowship’s 2007 Called to Serve:
Essays for Elders and Deacons, editors
William Boekestein and Steven Swets
have published Faithful and Fruitful: Essays
for Elders and Deacons.
The book contains twenty chapters on
a wide range of practical topics including:
training church officers, prayer, hospitality,
managing one’s household, catechesis,
avoiding burnout, clerking, serving on a
search committee, evangelism, and
missions. All the chapters offer sage biblical
advice and counsel, though two standouts
are Richard Anjema’s contribution on
ministering to the sick and dying and
Jonathan Cruse’s essay on congregational
singing. Many congregations struggle with
singing and thus Cruse’s advice is an
excellent booster shot to help elders

improve this aspect of congregational life
and worship.
Among the book’s strengths are the
practical nature of the chapters and the
solid biblical and exegetical engagement
that inform each essay. Given that the
contributors c o m e f ro m b o t h the
Presbyterian and Continental traditions,
the book ably serves the needs of both.
Other strengths include the fact that the
book covers areas of weakness in many
Reformed and Presbyterian churches. As
mentioned above, congregational singing
is one such weakness. So is personal
evangelism. Scott Clark’s essay captures our
fear of witnessing to unbelievers but points
us to three things that might lessen our
anxieties: that Christian witnessing is
simple, steadfast, and spiritual (247). First,
when witnessing, we should keep things
simple and not allow the unbeliever to
distract us from our task by posing multiple
questions (251–52). Second, we should

remain steadfast and undaunted in our
witness, even in the face of opposition.
Despite criticism, we can tell others what
Christ has done for us, and in so doing we
confess Christ (256). Third, the Spirit of
God is ultimately the one who must do
the heavy lifting in our witnessing – only
he can remove hearts of stone and replace
them with hearts of flesh (260).
Sessions, consistories, and deacons would
do well to read both books, Called to Serve
and Faithful and Fruitful. They might even
use the books for a session study so that
they better understand their sacred work.
And they should also keep the two books
nearby as a resource fo r re g u l a r
consultation.
Faithful and Fruitful is a welcome book
and will undoubtedly prove to be useful
for elders and deacons.
New Horizons, March 2020

What Is a Girl Worth?
by Rachael Denhollander. Tyndale,
2019. Hardcover, 352 pages, $19.49
(Amazon).
Reviewed by OP pastor
S. Scott Willet.

But she is not unique in her experiences
of abuse. That is the real tragedy of her
story. No pastor or elder should ever think,
“Sexual abuse could never happen to
anyone in this congregation.” More than
likely, it already has.
For Denhollander, sexual abuse first
came when she was seven, in a small
Bible-believing church in Michigan, at the
hands of a college student at the church.
Denhollander’s parents were ostracized
from the church for accusing the young
man of abuse, despite similar accusations
of several others. Years later and now
married, Denhollander again encountered
that same tendency to cover up allegations
of sexual abuse. The Denhollanders’
Reformed Baptist church had formed a
working relationship with the flagship of a
network of churches known as Sovereign
Grace Churches (SGC). In the context of
claims of mishandling numerous allegations
of sexual assault within the SGC, they
sought privately to raise their concerns
about the SGC to their own church
leaders. They were rebuffed, accused of
being divisive, forbidden to discuss certain
matters, and Denhollander’s husband,
Jacob,was removed from leadership. (Later
the church pastors published a public
confession that included the words, “In
hindsight, we see we were sinfully unloving.”
Forgiveness was requested and granted.)
Denhollander writes of her experience

The story of Rachael Denhollander is one
that every pastor and elder ought to know,
but not because it is such a happy and
enjoyableaccount of a godly young woman
growing up to be a resilient and articulate
advocate for justice and righteousness. To
be sure, it is filled with numerous
anecdotes f rom a warm and faithful
Christian family, and the story includes an
emotionally satisfying account of a young
couple getting to know and love one
another.
Many readers will also chuckle as I
did at Denhollander’s own accounts of
early childhood stubbornness, a character
trait which would later be transformed by
the sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit into
a godly persistence and diligence. But the
rising action of Denhollander’s memoir is
defined in the book’s subtitle: My story of
breaking the silence and exposing the truth
about Larry Nassar and USA Gymnastics.
Denhollander is unique because of her
passionate doggedness, her legal training,
her self-controlled yet clinically precise
use of language, and her zeal not for
personal vengeance but for biblical justice.
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in those churches that “there simply was a
complete inability to understand the
evidence or the impact of abuse.” Her
book, in contrast, provides us with an
opportunity to listen a n d b e g i n to
understand the impact of abuse. Her story
will give a voice to many survivors of sexual
abuse and give hope of being heard and
believed.
At age fifteen, Denhollander was
sexually abused by a world-renowned
doctor who was also the team physician
for the United States Women’s Gymnastics
team – Larry Nassar. Her deeply personal
accounts of that abuse are painful to read,
though noticeably absent of salacious or
prurient language. She provides anysensitive
reader with the ability to understand the
effect of grooming by sexual abusers and
the nature of sexual predators, as well as
why she (and many, if not most, victims)
didn’t speak up sooner. Because of
Denhollander’s honesty and self-awareness,
readers will come to understand the feelings
of shame in the confused hearts of many
child victims as well as the fear of not being believed by the adults in their world.
Yet she revealed her private thoughts and
experiences because it was her desire to
put an end to the ongoing abuse of this
one particularly heinous offender. It was
worth everything to her to protect the many
little girls and young women she knew
were being harmed. Hence the title of her
book.
Denhollander was the first to speak up
publicly against Larry Nassar. Despite the
risks to her own name and reputation as
well as the inevitable loss of her privacy,
she put a name and a face to her
accusations. She would not be bullied. She
would not be intimidated. And she would
be vindicated. In 2017, Nassar pleaded
guilty to multiple counts of sexual conduct
with minors and to child pornography. At
Nassar’s sentencing hearing in early 2018,
a wise and honorable judge allowed victim
impact statements from any woman who
chose to come forward. When it was all
said and done, Denhollander’s statement
was the last of 156 such statements. Nassar
wasthen givena lengthy sentence, ensuring
that he will spend the rest of his natural
life incarcerated. A fitting ending to a book
that is hard to put down.
New Horizons, March 2020

Who He Says I Am: A Study of Our
Identity in Christ
by Jean Y. Gaffin. Christian Focus,
2020. Paperback, 176 pages,
$8.81 (Amazon).
Reviewed by PCA minister
Robert Russell Drake.
Let me say immediately what I didn’t like
about this book. I didn’t like the cover.
To me, it was too feminine with all those
tiny roses. It looked like the wallpaper on
a room to which men were not welcome.
I didn’t like it, because the title of the
book grabbed me at first glance, and I
wanted to be admitted into that room!
That title, Who He Says I Am, not
only succinctly summarizes the message
of the New Testament, it also addresses
the fundamental issue of our day: identity.
Jean Gaffin’s introduction modestly
gives a nod to the relevance this little book
might have for this issue, but I would have
elaborated on that relevance. I grew up
in the days when both the sophisticated
(The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit with
Gregory Peck) and the hip (the Beatniks)
were talking about finding themselves.
Today all generations are being told,
paradoxically, “There is no you to find.
Who you are must be invented – by you.”
Identity is the hot issue of our day. Two
years ago, my granddaughter gave a senior
speech in high school on identity. Just
days before I read this book, our son
addressed via Zoom the subject of
identity to some business colleagues. The
previous hot issues of abortion and
homosexuality were only precursors to

the fundamental problem that people
have no way of knowing who they are –
apart from Christ.
With meek wisdom, Jean Gaffin reminds
everyone that the real issue is Who He
Says I Am. I had read that title with an
emphasis on that word “he.” Before I
even opened the book, I heard that title
saying, “Don’t listen to the world telling
you who you are. Don’t listen to your
desires, to your past failures, nor even to
your dreams. Listen to him! Who does
he say you are?”
When I went on to read the book, I
wasn’t disappointed. The format is for a
women’s Bible study, complete with
discussion topics and helpful questions
for personal reflection. The content
consists of ten presentations on identity
in Christ, such as “You are a new
creation” and “You are a child of God.”
Bold headings let you easily follow her
chain of thought. Under each heading,
she gives several Scripture references and
illustrates points using contemporary,
real-life stories.
Then, she dares to go where many
men are often reluctant to go. She asks
“How are we to do that?” and answers
with some practical advice. She even gives
advice about individual Bible study. And,
as if she has not been practical enough,
she turns the whole book into a prelude
for worship with an appendix that gives
us a hymn to sing after every discovery
of our identity in Christ.
I have granddaughters (and grandsons, despite the wallpaper) who could
also appreciate this book as much as I
have.
New Horizons, June 2020
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A review
JOHN DYKSTRA

The Creation vs. Evolution debate is
sometimes portrayed as being the Bible vs.
Science, but Dismantled wants us to know
that while creationists certainly stand on
the Bible, they aren’t conceding on Science.
Flipping the script, the documentary begins
by asking if evolution should be considered
scientific.
“Is it proper to equate evolution with
science? Does science have the ability to
address questions regarding past events that
we were not there to directly observe or
verify – events like the spontaneous origins
of the universe, the origin of life from nonlife, and the evolution of the earliest life
forms into mammals? Or might we be
giving science a power that it does not have?
To answer this, it is important that we
accurately define science, as well as its
limitations.”
Evolution has street cred because it’s
supposed to be scientific – it claims to come
from the very same source of knowledge
that gave us rockets, microwaves pizza,
smartphones, and self-driving cars. But as
Dismantled notes, evolution has little in
common with that sort of science. A quote
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from the film, taken from a biology
textbook, explains that:
“Scientific inquiry is a powerful way to
know nature, but there are limitations to
the kind of questions it can answer. These
limits are set by science’s requirements that
hypotheses be testable and falsifiable and
that observations and experimental results
be repeatable.”
It is precisely the testable, repeatable,
falsifiable nature of operational science that
got us a man on the moon, and it is precisely
those points that evolution’s historical
science doesn’t share. Our origins involve
events that happened long ago and aren’t
repeatable, making these events hard to
test, and these theories hard to falsify. So
the origins debate isn’t about the Bible vs.
Science, but more about one historical
account vs. another… with the notable
difference that one of those historical
accounts is thousands of years old and
unchanging, and the other is a recent
creation and constantly being revised. That’s
the film’s lead-off point, and it takes the
first 20 minutes to make it.
From there, they go on to assess which

It is precisely the
testable, repeatable,
falsifiable nature of
operational science that
got us a man on the
moon, and it is precisely
those points that
evolution’s historical
science doesn’t share.

of these two historical accounts seem a
better fit with the world we observe around
us. That’s the bulk of the film, and this 70minute tour takes us through topics including:
• the micro = macro fallacy which
assumes, without evidence, that small
changes can add up to bigger ones
• genetics including the limits of
supposed “beneficial mutations,” and
the problem of genetic entropy – that
we as a species are breaking down faster
than natural selection could ever build
us up – and the supposed genetic
similarity between man and apes
• the fossil record including Man’s
supposed ape-like ancestors, and the
humanity of Neanderthals
• radiometric dating and its problems
Dismantled is a slick production – the
visuals are fantastic! – but its strength is in
the scientists consulted. Whether it is Jason
Lisle, John Sandford, Georgia Purdom, Rob
Carter, Andrew Snelling, Nathaniel Jeanson

(PhDs one and all), they all know how to
explain big ideas to the rest of us who may
not have been in a science class for decades.
That doesn’t mean this is all easy to
understand, and I think most of us will have
to (and be happy to) watch this twice, just
because there is so much here to chew on.
Cautions
The one caution I’ll note regards a mistake
the film could, indirectly, encourage:
believing the Bible only when the evidence
says it is reasonable to do so. It is important
to remember the evidence discussed in
Dismantled wasn’t available 100 years ago,
and yet God’s Word was just as true then.
We need to know the Bible isn’t true because
it syncs up with the evidence; rather, the
reason the evidence syncs up with the Bible
is that the Bible is true. If that doesn’t seem
like much of a difference, its significance
becomes apparent when the evidence
doesn’t seem to fit with the Bible. In those
circumstances, if our trust is grounded in

the evidence rather than the Bible, then
we will side with it, against God’s Word.
But if we trust God, then we’ll always stick
with the Bible, trusting that any apparent
conflicts will be resolved in time.
Conclusion
Dismantled is superb, summarizing
important foundational concepts even as
it presents the most current findings. I’d
recommend it as a purchase, rather than a
rental, because you’ll want to watch it again
to be able to properly digest all that is on
offer. The target audience is high school
and up, and for those who want to dig in
even deeper, a great place to start is the
recommended resources list available on
the film’s website. You can check out the
trailer below, and then rent it on
Amazon.com or buy the DVD or Blu-ray at
Creation.com.
https://creationwithoutcompromise.com/

Focus on current affairs

Conspiracy Theories and
the psychology behind
them
Rob Buckingham
This time last year, we heard more and
more about this strange new virus, but we
were still blissfully unaware of the impact
it would have on the world.
Simultaneously, as this virus was infecting
people, we also saw a rise in the number
of conspiracy theories that were affecting
people!
A little research led me to understand
that conspiracies go hand in hand with
crises; especially pandemics. For example,
the 1918 flu pandemic was blamed on
German Submarines that brought the disease
into ports as a “terrible new weapon of
war.” Someone else blamed the Germans,
maintaining “that the germs were inserted
into aspirin manufactured by the German
pharmaceutical firm Bayer.” Modern
technology like electric lights and telegraph

poles were blamed. We look back and
consider those conspiracy theories to be
ridiculous. In 2121 people will think the
same about the conspiracies people are
spreading during the current Pandemic.
So, what is the psychology behind
conspiracy theories? What type of people
is more vulnerable to them? What are the
perceived benefits of believing something
that isn’t supported by the facts?
The need for certainty
Uncertain times are a breeding ground for
misinformation. “When people feel
threatened and out of control, it’s natural
to want to feel more control and bring order
to the randomness by resorting to
conspiracy theories,” says John Cook, Ph.D.,
co-author of The Conspiracy Theory
Handbook.
Last year COVID-19 was a new
coronavirus, and little was known about it.
It takes time and painstaking research over
months and years to fully understand what
we’re dealing with. Some people find it
very difficult to live without knowing. And

so, they assume it’s better to latch onto
something, even if it’s the wrong thing than
to know nothing. For these people believing
a lie is better than facing reality.
The need for social connection
Buying into conspiracies helps people find
a social connection. Everyone wants to
belong. Those who believe in conspiracies
“belong” to a group of people, invariably
online, who also believe. They become the
“in-crowd,” our crowd, our tribe.
“It makes us feel safe… we feel like we
aren’t alone and are part of something
greater than ourselves where people
understand us, and we understand them,”
says Dr. Carla Manly, Ph.D., a clinical
psychologist. “For some people, it’s a matter
of pride. There are certain people who,
until the bitter end, will hold onto something
that is not true because they don’t want to
believe they’re wrong.”
The need to know
A Facebook “friend” who posted on my
page recently finished her comments with,
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interesting, but I beg to differ.”
To guard my own mental health, I
have chosen to unfollow certain people
on social media. This is kinder than
unfriending, but it means i don’t see their
posts. And they post a lot!
Anyway, that’s enough of all this. I
need to devote some time to work out
how they stage the moon landing in a tv
studio ~ and renew my subscription to
the flat earth society!
Rob Buckingham is the founding
pastor of Bayside Church, a thriving
faith community located in the
Bayside suburbs of Melbourne,
Australia.
Https://mychristiandaily.Com/

‘Christian genocide’
happening in Nigeria
warns US Commission on
Religious Freedom
“not many people know this.” I replied,
“but YOU do, right?” It was a
tongue-in-cheek response aimed at gently
exposing her misplaced sense of
importance. But it made no difference,
and I didn’t really expect it to. Believing in
conspiracy theories makes the believer feel
unique being the bearer of scarce
information. It’s the “I know something
you don’t know” that we’d expect young
children to whisper to each other, and it’s
rooted in pride.
A 2016 study found, “People with high
education are less likely than people with
low education to believe in conspiracy
theories.”
Those with low education tended to
believe in simple solutions to complex
problems. Those with higher education
have been trained in critical thinking. That
doesn’t mean that highly educated people
are immune to conspiracies. In fact, those
who have a higher education can be harder
to convince that they are wrong.
The need of self
In our individualistic world, the need to
look after number one (me) is invariably
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given high priority. People who focus on
individual rights and freedoms as more
important than concern for the broader
community are more likely to be anti-mask,
anti-lockdown, and anti-vaccine. They’ll
view restrictions as attacks on their personal
freedoms rather than common-sense
measures to protect society. “I’m going to
do what I want and no socialist
politician/dictator/communist” is going to
tell me what to do. Sound familiar?
How to respond
Many people have asked me how best to
talk with someone who has embraced
conspiracies. Firstly, ask yourself if it’s worth
it. I think it’s best to go into a conversation
without expecting to change the person’s
mind. In other words, go into the discussion
with low expectations. Try and talk about
various topics too. Ask questions like, what
has led you to believe that? Where did you
get your information from?
If they are relentless in pursuing
discussion of conspiracies, you are entirely
within your rights to let them know when
you’ve had enough. Refuse to argue. If they
send you links to articles say, “That’s

MCD Staff
The USCIRF report warned that Nigeria
was becoming a “killing field” for the
nation’s Christians.
The United States Commission on
International Religious Freedom (USCIRF)
has warned of a “Christian genocide” if
the government of Nigeria cannot protect
Christians from Islamic terrorism.
Barnabas Fund reports that the 2021
USCIRF annual report has again listed
Nigeria as a country of particular concern
(CPC), a designation for “governments
that engage in or tolerate particularly
severe religious freedom violations”.
USCIRF also listed Boko Haram and
the Islamic State West Africa Province –
both active in persecuting Nigeria’s
Christians – as entities of particular concern
(EPCs).
The report accuses the Nigerian
government of a “problematic level of
apathy” for its failure to properly
investigate and prosecute Islamist
violence against Christians, adding, “More
Christians have been killed for their faith
in Nigeria in the last year than in the

entire Middle East.”
“Nigeria is quickly becoming a ‘killing
field’ for that nation’s Christians,” said
committee member Gary L. Bauer.
“Nigeria’s government seems unable or
unwilling to stop the growing carnage.
“In large swathes of the country,
Christian parents fear for their children
every day when they go to school. Those
children are targeted by savage Islamists
who kidnap and force them to renounce
Christ or face death. Every time a Nigerian
Christian family worships at a church,
they are painfully aware it may be the
last thing they do on this earth.
“Radical Islamists are committing
violence inspired by what they believe
is a religious imperative to ‘cleanse’
Nigeria of its Christians. They must be
stopped.”
For Christians living in the North and
Middle Belt of Nigeria, persecution is
rife and relentless. Since 2015 extremist
violence has killed at least 8,400
Christians. Thousands of people have
been maimed, kidnapped or had their
homes and livelihoods destroyed, and
more than two million have been displaced.
Barnabas Fund is asking Christians
to sign their open letter to UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnson asking him to
raise the extensive persecution of
Christians in Nigeria as a matter of concern
at the 2021 Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting to be held in
Rwanda in June.
https://mychristiandaily.com

In a world where anything
goes, the problem with
relativism
Kevin Simington
One of the fundamental problems facing
society today is that we have lost all concept
of sin. Ahh … but there’s that horrible little
word: ‘sin”. It’s not a very popular concept
anymore, is it? In fact, our modern world
seems to have completely rejected the
concept, and anyone who still uses the term
is viewed as a narrow-minded fundamentalist. The problem with the term, ‘sin’,
for most people, is that it infers the
existence of a law-giving god or deity to
whom we are ultimately accountable.
But when society discards the concept
of a god, it also discards the concept of sin,
because when there is no transcendent
source for defining belief and morality, the
concept of absolutes becomes meaningless.
Everything becomes subjective. When there
is no longer a universal, transcendent
standard of absolute right and wrong, morals
and beliefs degenerate into varying
individual preferences and tastes. When
you toss God on the junk heap of outdated
ideas, you lose all basis for establishing a

universal set of standards.
Let me give you an illustration. Suppose
you lived on an isolated island whose small
community had never seen a tape measure
or a ruler. The population had grown up
with books that mentioned various units of
measurement like inches and centimetres,
but no one had ever seen anything to
indicate the exact size of these units of
measurement. People speculated as to how
tall they all were, and often disagreed with
each other about their relative heights, but
without an objective means of accurately
measuring height, they were only guessing.
Then, one day, a tape measure washes up
on the shore. Now they have an objective
means of assessing their height. It is no
longer a matter of debate or opinion. It is
no longer one person’s opinion versus
another’s. There is now an external,
authoritative, objective ruler against which
all former measurements and guesses can
be compared. Measurement is no longer
a matter of subjective opinion; it is now a
matter of objective truth.
The same applies to moral values.
Objective moral values can logically only
exist if there is some absolute set of standards
that exist APART FROM the subjective
opinions of mankind, against which our
various opinions can be measured and
compared. Objective moral values are only
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possible if there is an external, transcendent
set of absolute standards which can provide
an inarguable, unchangeable ‘measuring
tape’ for assessing human behaviour and
attitudes. Without such an external,
transcendent set of standards, morality
becomes relative; a matter of personal
opinion or, at best, group consensus.
The concept that moral standards are
simply a matter of personal or group
opinion is referred to as subjectivism or
relativism. Indeed, relativism is the ultimate,
logical extension of atheism. If God does
not exist, then we can decide for ourselves
what we will consider to be right and wrong.
There is no one to tell us what to do, so we
can make up our own rules and values.
This, of course, is precisely the direction
in which our society has been heading
during the last few decades as we have
gradually abandoned our previous
Judeo-Christian roots and embraced
secularism (a society divorced from religion).
Relativism is now the predominant moral
philosophy in our ‘sophisticated’ secular
world: a philosophy which proclaims that
there are no absolutes, that all values are
valid and no one has the right to judge or
criticise another person’s values. In removing
God from our foundation, we have thrown
away our objective measuring tape and
now, it appears, almost anything goes.
Some atheist will try to argue that it is
still possible to have objective moral values
without God. They will argue that things
like murder and rape are objectively wrong
and we don’t need God in order to perceive
that. But they are missing the point! I agree
that murder and rape are objectively
wrong, but only because horrible actions
such as that go against the commandments
and the very nature of our Holy God. But
if atheists deny the existence of God, there
is no longer any solid basis for objective
morality, there is only the shifting sands of
personal and public opinion.
Atheists will persist in their argument,
claiming that objective standards can be
ascertained via majority opinion or public
consensus. But this is not a solid basis for
any moral values, because the majority of
people can be wrong. The majority of Nazis
in Germany in the 1940s decided it was a
good idea to exterminate millions of Jews
and other minority groups. If objective
values are determined by majority vote,
then we are in big trouble, because the
majority often get it horribly wrong!
Not only is it possible for the majority
of people to get it wrong, but establishing
societal values via majority vote will
inevitably result in constant moral backflips,
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because society keeps changing its mind.
Fifty years ago, the majority of people
thought that homosexuality was indecent
and a perversion, and homosexuals were
even arrested. Today, society has changed
its mind. The majority of people now
believe that homosexuality is a beautiful
expression of love, and we even allow
homosexuals to marry. Where is the
objective moral standard on this issue? Is
our current view regarding homosexuality
right, and the previous one wrong? Or vice
versa? Both views were established via
majority opinion, so which is the objective,
absolute standard? They can’t both be right.
You see, absolute, objective moral
standards cannot be established via popular
vote or public opinion. Objective moral
standards require an external, transcendent
set of standards that do not change with
opinion or popularity.
But we haven’t plumbed the depths of
this issue yet. Let me go even further down
a very dark path. If there is no God, then
even murder and rape cannot be said to
be wrong in an absolute, objective sense.
The murderer or rapist is certainly going
against the majority opinion by his actions;
he is breaking a moral code that the vast
majority have agreed upon. But on what
basis can we objectively say that, even in
these cases, the majority is right? The
murderer or rapist can simply say, “I disagree
with your moral standards.
You can’t force your standards upon
me.” We can lock up the rapist or murderer
and throw away the key, we can condemn
him for breaking a popularly voted moral
code, but without an absolute, external
measuring tape there is really no logical
basis for claiming that murder or rape are
OBJECTIVELY wrong. It is just the murderer’s
or rapist’s opinion against ours. Without a
Holy, law-giving God, there is no ultimate
accountability and no absolute moral code,
and we are all left shuffling around in moral
darkness.
Jeffrey Dahmer was one of the world’s
most infamous killers. He ate his victims
and stored parts of them in his freezer. He
was caught, convicted and imprisoned,
where he was eventually murdered by
another prisoner. Before his death, however,
he was interviewed on the American TV
program, NBC Dateline, and was asked why
he did such terrible things. He stated,
“If a person doesn’t think that there’s a
God to be accountable to, then what’s the
point of trying to modify your behaviour in
order to keep within acceptable ranges.
That’s how I thought anyway. I always
believed in the theory of evolution – that

we all just came from slime and when we
die, you know, that was it, there’s nothing.”
Amazingly, before he was murdered in
prison, Jeffrey Dahmer was genuinely
converted to Christ. On the Dateline
program he said,
“I have since come to believe that the
Lord Jesus Christ is truly God and that I,
along with everyone else, will one day be
fully accountable to Him.”
What is particularly striking about
Dahmer’s confession is the correlation he
made between his disbelief in God and the
perceived absence of objective moral values.
And in one sense, he was absolutely correct;
if there is no God, there are no absolute,
objective moral values. This is the ultimate
extension of atheism, but very few atheists
truly perceive this truth. The only way
objective values can exist is if there is a God
who has set in place standards which exist
above and beyond mankind’s shifting
opinions.
Some atheists DO finally reach this
conclusion. Richard Dawkins, the outspoken
atheist and evolutionist, once admitted,
“Without God, there is no evil and no
good: nothing but blind, pitiless indifference.”
Similarly, Fyodor Dostoyevski, the
Russian novelist and philosopher had one
of his characters declare:
“If there is no God, everything is
permissible.”
These scholars have perceived a truth
that few people fully grasp: without God,
objective values simply cannot exist. When
we toss God on the junk heap, we lose our
moral compass and anything goes. And that
is precisely what is now happening in our
crazy, mixed up world.
Kevin Simington (B.Th. Dip. Min.) is a
theologian, apologist and social
commentator. He is the author of 12
books, and his latest, “7 Reasons to
Believe”, is now available.
https://mychristiandaily.com

Rain
by H24X

Dear God we thank you for the rain
Watering the earth again and again
For months and months it's been so dry
A beautiful summer, the sun in the sky
For holiday makers the sun has been great
But for farmers they could hardly wait
For life giving rain to water the ground
And bring new life to all around
If rain can make your heart be glad
Why don’t we thank the giver, it's sad
That the one who makes the water fall
Isn't thought of or thanked at all
God is the one who gives this gift
Our prayers and thanks can't be too swift
Remember the Creator, thank Him each day
For all that’s good remember to pray
God's Son gave His life so we could live
We thank you our God for all you give.

Amen
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